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have fallen out in 1748 or 1749. New documentation
found a few years ago in the Sèvres archives and in the
Public Library at Caen (Bernard Dragesco, English
Ceramics in French Archives, London, June 1993) shows
that Gouyn “left, with the loss of part of his funds”. The
cause of the disagreement may have been over the
decision to expand the factory, with consequent
changes in the quantity and design of the production.
Gouyn appears to have taken several Chelsea figural
models with him. They were copied when he began
making porcelain, possibly on his premises in Bennet
Street, but more likely about half a mile to the west in
Brick Street, north of Piccadilly, where he rented
property, probably as workshops. 

In 1759, according to records discovered about 10
years ago at Caen in the archives of Joseph Hellot, an
eminent French chemist (whose informant was Jean
Louis Brolliet, a widely travelled gilder and porcelain
maker of Swiss extraction) Gouyn was making “at his
house in St. James’s Street very beautiful small porcelain
figures.” These probably comprised part of the Girl-in-
a-Swing or St. James’s manufacture, sold through the
shop in Crown-and-Sceptre Yard on the opposite side
of St. James’s Street, which had dealt in Chelsea-made

Later, following Gouyn’s departure from Chelsea
around 1748 or 1749, Sir Everard Fawkener, a
diplomat and secretary to the Duke of Cumberland
from March 1745, apparently took his place. Sir
Everard and his brother, William Fawkener, Governor
of the Bank of England, were recorded in the bank’s
accounts as making payments totalling £1495 to
Sprimont between August 1746 and August 1748. 

It appears then that the earliest (Triangle) porcelain
made at Chelsea was produced at Mr Supplie’s house
in Church Lane East. When the freehold of the house
was acquired by Henry Porter in September 1751 the
Deeds mentioned the “Coach-house and Stable now
converted to a Room for other use”, a description in
keeping with the secrecy generally used by all contem-
porary porcelain-makers at that time.

Charles Gouyn and Nicholas Sprimont appear to
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No one knows for certain why, in his mid-twenties,
Nicholas Sprimont left his home town of Liège. Now in
modern Belgium it was then part of a Prince-Bishopric
linked to the Holy Roman Empire, although it was also
situated on the edge of the great area of Europe
dominated by French culture and language.

Sprimont was baptised in Liège on the 23rd January,
1716, the son of Pierre Sprimont and his wife
Gertrude Goffin. His father was a noted goldsmith, as
were his uncle Nicolas-Joseph Sprimont and the elder
of the latter’s two sons, Jean-Joseph Sprimont.
Nicholas was apparently apprenticed to his uncle (also
his godfather) at 16 Rue du Pont.

The Sprimonts comprised an extended family of
Protestant goldsmiths and jewellers, based in an area
where there was little or no religious persecution.
When Nicholas emigrated to London, he found friends
among the French Huguenots already living in the city
and his contemporaries considered him a Frenchman.
He registered as a silversmith with the Worshipful
Company of Goldsmiths on the 25th January, 1742/431,
a few days after his 27th birthday. His mark consisted
of the cursive letters NS beneath a star and his address
was given as Compton Street, St. Anne’s, Soho.
Sprimont had already married Ann Protin of Kensing-
ton (also probably of Huguenot descent) in November
1742 and around this time he also acquired an appren-
tice, James Lamistre, who brought with him the consid-
erable premium of 35 guineas. 

A number of pieces of Sprimont's silverware survive;
their dates ranging from 1743 to 1747. They are very
much in the rococo style (“rococo” after the French
word rocaille, meaning “rockwork”). Among these are

silver shell-salts mounted with a crayfish (a set of four
is in the British Royal Collection). The same design was
reproduced in Chelsea porcelain.

The Sprimonts continued to live in Compton Street,
Soho, until 1748 when Nicholas became a full-time
porcelain maker rather than a silversmith. A house in
Church Lane East, Chelsea, rented from its owners by
“Antony Supplie, Surgeon” (a naturalised Huguenot)
had already been sublet to Nicholas Sprimont on the
12th September, 1744. (Fire insurance, Hand-in-Hand
Company, 3320) and this was the earliest seat of the
Chelsea Porcelain factory.

A notice in the Daily Advertiser six months later (5th
March, 1744/45) stated:

“We hear that the China made at Chelsea is arriv’d
to such Perfection as to equal if not surpass the finest
old Japan, allow’d so by the most approv’d Judges
here; and that the same is in so high Esteem of the
Nobility and the Demand so great, that a sufficient
Quantity can hardly be made to answer the call for it.”

On the Continent porcelain factories were usually
founded, owned and financed by the nobility and
royalty, but it was not so in Britain where they were
purely commercial undertakings.

The original Chelsea undertakers appear to have
been Nicholas Sprimont and also Charles Gouyn (from
a family of Huguenot jewellers in Dieppe) who had
premises in Bennet Street, St. James’s, and may have
been the original financier. Other possible members of
the consortium were the aforementioned Antony
Supplie, who had enabled Sprimont to rent his first
property in Chelsea, and in addition Henry Porter, a
local victualler.

NICHOLAS SPRIMONT, THE CHELSEA FACTORY,

AND THE PORCELAINS THAT WERE 

MADE THERE: 1744-69

By Elizabeth Adams

Figure 1, Shell-shaped dish on a rockwork base decorated with
applied strawberries and foliage in natural colours. Painted
inside with a spray of flowers and foliage in “botanical” style,
and both inside and out with tiny scattered flowers and
insects, many arranged to hide a blemish. Length: 4 7⁄8 in.
(12.5 cm). Mark: an incised Triangle. c. 1745-9. 
Private Collection.
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“Variety of services of different forms and patterns and
of a great variety of Pieces for Ornament in a Taste
entirely new.”

It may refer to the bird figures in Meissen style
(though a few had been produced in Triangle days).
Some were copied from George Edwards’s Natural
History of Uncommon Birds, the first part of which was
issued in 1743. 

Raised Anchor porcelain has a very beautiful, quite
thickly-potted body, containing less lead but more lime
than that of the Triangle period. It has a tin-oxide
whitened glaze. The general effect is very rich, reminis-
cent of whipped cream. It is in this body that the
famous Chelsea “moons” (trapped air-bubbles) first
appear. 

The “New Shapes” of useful wares mentioned in
Chelsea advertisements of the time were probably
those of oriental, and especially Japanese, inspiration,
some of which may have reached Chelsea by way of
Meissen or France. On the other hand, the lobed

beakers which had been copied from Vincennes in the
Triangle years continued in production.

Original Japanese shapes, dating from around 1700,
included hexagonal teapots, octagonal bowls and tea
wares (Figs. 3 & 4), finely fluted tableware and dishes in
a double leaf form, as well as bowls and cream jugs of
peach-shaped section. Other, more European shapes
included small, single ivy-leaf dishes and items moulded
with scolopendrium (hart’s tongue fern), acanthus or
oak leaves.

Dishes and plates of shell design were copied from
silver sauceboat stands made by Sprimont himself
(hallmarked 1746/47). These were produced through-
out the rest of the factory’s existence.
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wares until Gouyn’s departure. Gouyn’s specialities
were figural seals and ornamental and figural scent
bottles mounted with gold fittings.

Triangle Period c. 1744-49
This period is so-called after the equilateral triangle

(the alchemical sign for fire) simply incised beneath
many of the pieces.

All the English soft-paste bodies were approxima-
tions for the hard-paste (Chinese) porcelain, products
of an experimental and inexact science. That used for
Triangle porcelain has been described as “In essence, a
non-fusible clay suspended in a glassy substance.” It
contains much lead, derived from pulverised glass

Figure 3, Octagonal cup with scroll handle and saucer, both
decorated with floral sprays in Kakiemon style. Height of cup
211⁄16 in. (6.9 cm). Diameter of saucer: 5 3⁄16 in. (13.2 cm). 
Mark: a Raised Anchor on saucer only. c. 1750-52. 
Private Collection.

Figure 2, Goat and Bee jug, the base streaked with underglaze
blue and manganese. Marked underneath with an incised
Triangle. The attempt at decoration was evidently
unsuccessful; only two jugs with this colouring are recorded.
Height: 4 1⁄4 in. (10.8 cm). c. 1745-9. Private Collection.

cullet which was an important constituent of the
mixture. Pin-holes of brighter translucency occur in the
paste and the glaze, which was at first also lead-based
and appeared slightly cloudy, was later whitened with
tin-oxide.

Many of the shapes of useful wares at this time were
based on those of contemporary silver, some of which
were designed by Sprimont himself. Shell shapes and
natural forms frequently provided constituents of both
useful and ornamental items. (Figs. 1 & 2).

In order for the Chelsea factory to expand, Henry
Porter purchased another property around Midsum-
mer 1749. This was a small, old house on the corner of
Justice Walk (Cheney Row), and Lawrence Street, with
a garden just contiguous to the premises of Mr
Supplie’s house. This second house, presumably the
manager’s house, was rated to Mr. Andrew
Lagrave/Sprimont 1749-59, and insured by Henry
Porter in August 1750. (Hand-in-Hand policy 816). Its
reinsurance was constant thereafter during the life of
the factory. 

In 1750 Porter also bought the freehold of “Mrs
Phillip’s house” to the north of Mr Supplie’s House, in
Church Lane East. He then transferred it to his
nephew, Isaac Porter (whose money had been used for
the original purchase) in May 1751. The piece of land,
90 feet (approximately 27 metres) square lying to the
north of the manager’s house and fronting Lawrence
Street, was to become the site of the main Chelsea
factory, which was built around 1749-50, probably with
the help of the Fawkeners’ money.

From about 1750 the Anchor became the regular
factory mark, applied c.1750-52 embossed on a small
pad of clay.

Raised Anchor Period c.1750-52
Chelsea wares were at first sold only at the factory

warehouse in Monmouth House, an old mansion
divided into several houses which closed the northern
end of Lawrence Street and then, in addition, (until
Gouyn’s departure) from Richard Stable’s shop in St
James’s Street. Even then it continued to trade under
the name of “The Chelsea China Warehouse”.

Sprimont went on to open a grand, new London
warehouse on the north side of Pall Mall in the summer
of 1751. Henry Porter moved in (with his family), living
on the premises as manager and also running his own
carpet business from the same building.

An advertisement in January 1749/50 (January 1750
according to modern reckoning) spoke of:
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oriental shapes were sometimes made, decorated with
European designs.

New European styles in dinner wares included
moulded rims of various designs for plates and dishes.
Moulded diaper or scroll panels were left between
plain panels often with scroll or leaf edging. These plain
panels might be decorated with vignettes of flowers or
birds, or with scenes from Fables or “gallantry”. The
outer rims were finished with various feather-scrolled
or scalloped edging.

Meissen inspired the patterns for a variety of surface
mouldings, such as the Gotzkowsky pattern in which a
moulded wreath of flowers circles the centre of each
plate. It had first been used on a service made for a
Berlin merchant, whose name then became associated
with the design. 

Chelsea also manufactured services in rococo style,
and was inspired by Continental factories to produce
tureens, dessert dishes and stands in various natural
forms. (Fig. 5)

Among the tureens we find both animal and
vegetable subjects: boar’s heads, rabbits, hens, ducks,
partridges - even fighting cocks and fish, as well as
cauliflowers, cabbages, melons, and individual lemons
and apples. Separate stands or dishes were made in
special leaf or floral designs. Plaice tureens, with fish-
tailed porcelain spoons, are highly prized today;
likewise those in the form of coiled eels.

Enamelled patterns range from Kakiemon, through
classical and landscape scenes (sometimes in
monochrome) to Fable (many wonderfully painted by
the Irishman J. H. O’Neale) and botanical decoration
known as Sir Hans Sloane’s Plants after the famous head
of the Chelsea Physic Garden, who died in 1752. Some
of the botanical specimens were copied from the illus-
trations in G. D. Ehret’s, Plantae et Papilones Rariories
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A number of figures were produced in these early
years (1750-52). Dr Peter Bradshaw listed 64 in his
book on English Porcelain Figures; half are bird models,
others include five figures from the Commedia dell’Arte
and three from woodcuts of Venetian costumes, origin   -
ally published by Vecellio in 1590. Some animal groups
were also made. Bronzes were another source of
models, including such as the well-known Bagpiper
after a bronze by Giambologna (Giovanni di Bologna).
Few names of the modellers are known but we do
know that from c.1749 Joseph Willems of Tournai was
chief modeller at the factory.

Painted patterns of Japanese origin, particularly in
Kakiemon style, decorated much Raised Anchor
porcelain. Plain leaf or prunus mouldings were another
type of decoration. Enamelled botanical decoration in
the Vincennes manner also appears, while European
landscapes often decorate oriental shapes. In addition,
the earliest Fable painting occurs on Raised Anchor

wares, variously attributed to Jean Lefebre, William
Duvivier and Jefferyes Hamett O’Neale.

The Meissen influence was not strong in the Raised
Anchor years, although this changed after 1751 when
Sir Everard Fawkener used his influence to obtain
access to the collection of Meissen Porcelain belonging
to Sir Charles Hanbury Williams, who was British
Envoy to the Saxon Court in Dresden.

Red Anchor, c. 1752-58
These years are generally considered to be the best

for Chelsea porcelain production, when the finest
quality wares were made.

The early paste used was similar to that of the
Raised Anchor years, while the later paste was a transi-
tional one, including more silica than the Raised Anchor
body, though less than the subsequent Gold Anchor.
There was no lead in later Red Anchor pieces.

Some shapes continued in production, for instance,
Japanese influenced octagonal teabowls and saucers
with oriental style decoration. From 1752 onwards
European shapes were produced, with oriental decora-
tion painted in underglaze blue, as well as European
style pieces with Kakiemon patterns. As before,

Figure 4, Octagonal teabowl and saucer with landscape
decoration. Height of bowl: 2 1⁄4 in. (5.7 cm). Width of saucer:
5 3⁄8 in. (13.7 cm). No mark. c. 1750-2. Private Collection.

Figure 5, Sunflower dish, copy of a Meissen design. Width
across leaves: 8 13⁄16 in. (22.5 cm). Mark: a Red Anchor. c. 1755.
Private Collection.
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Gold Anchor 1759-69
In May 1756 the Seven Years’ War with France

broke out and exports from the Meissen porcelain
factory largely ceased. In France, meanwhile, the Royal
factory moved from Vincennes to Sèvres and its influ-
ence became predominant in Europe, even spreading to
England by 1759.

Sir Everard Fawkener, through whom knowledge of
Meissen had been made available to Chelsea, died in
1758. Two years later, in 1760, Nicholas Sprimont
insured the Chelsea factory for the first time, and did
so solely in his own name. Although afflicted by chronic
ill-health from c.1757 until he sold the factory in 1769,
Sprimont never allowed the quality of his porcelain to
decline.

A bone-ash recipe was introduced around 1758,
possibly owing to a demand for larger objects and

figures. The resulting body was fine and white, with a
thick glassy glaze. Translucency varied, and sometimes
there was none in thick pieces. The anchor mark, with
single down-pointed flukes on the bow, was usually
applied in gold, although occasionally in red or brown.

Production included plain tea-wares with bucket-
shaped cups, other shapes had scalloped edges and
fluted moulding, or pine-cone moulding on the outside
of both tea-wares, and likewise broth-bowls. Delicately
pierced handles might also be applied to tea-wares.
(Fig. 7). In the case of dessert-wares the moulding was
usually confined to the borders. Large items such as
tureens were mostly plain in shape, but with rococo
details to the handles and feet. 

Monochrome landscapes in green with gilt edging
were characteristic decoration in the Gold Anchor
period. The quality of the gilding was especially high,
often applied over wonderful coloured grounds. It was
done with a mixture of gold and mercury, which
allowed application in various thicknesses, for chasing
or burnishing. The ground colours varied from a
yellow ground, probably introduced c.1755, through
Mazarine blue (1756), green (1758), pea green (and
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(produced 1748-50) providing yet another connection
with the Physic Garden as Ehret was the brother-in-law
of Phillip Miller, the then Curator.

Other floral patterns included India Plants, which
were of oriental inspiration by way of Meissen, and
Deutsche Blumen, also after Meissen, consisting of loose
bunches and sprays of semi-naturalistic flowers.

Another very pretty type of Red Anchor decoration,
although rare at this date, featured scenes with cherubs
and putti. These are, however, mainly associated with
Richard Askew, who was in fact active during the later
Gold Anchor and Chelsea-Derby periods.

Ground colours in yellow and overglaze blue and
covering sizeable areas of porcelain are first mentioned
in the 1755 catalogue.

Other items produced in the Red Anchor years
were vases, bough and perfume pots, clock cases,
watch stands and candlesticks. They were often embell-
ished with elaborately modelled pastoral or mythical
figures and with animals such as sheep and hounds.

More than double the number of figures made in
Raised Anchor days were produced with the Red
Anchor mark (63:139).

Figure 7, Teacup and saucer, claret ground enriched with
gilding; the swags of flowers in polychrome. 
Height of cup: 2 in. (5.1 cm) 
Diameter of saucer: 5 5⁄16 in. (13.5 cm) 
No marks. c. 1760-7. Private Collection.

Figure 6, Figures of Pierrot and Columbine as Musicians. 
Height of Pierrot: 5 15⁄16 in. (15.2 cm). No mark. Height of
Columbine: 6 in. (15.3 cm). Mark: a Red Anchor behind on
tree stump. Both figures play restored instruments, he a pipe
and she a flute. c. 1755-7. Private Collection.

The major groups were:
Commedia dell-Arte (Harlequin, Columbine, 
Pierrot, etc.) (Fig. 6)
Mythological and allegorical figures
The Cries of Paris
Itinerants and beggars Musicians
Pastoral and peasant Dancers
Seasons Foreign figures
Senses Sportsmen and women
Elements Grotesques
Quarters of the globe Animals and birds 

(including the monkey 
band)

Religious subjects Cupids in disguise
Arts and Sciences Family groups
Chinoiseries Miniature pieces (seals, 

scent-bottles, etc.)
from c. 1754. 
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gold) introduced in 1759; to crimson (claret) and
turquoise blue (1760) with sky blue or bleu celeste
appearing only in 1771 under William Duesbury I.

Enamelled decoration was usually floral, or of fruit or
birds (Fig. 8). Figures were more rarely depicted,
although the Chinoiserie subjects that decorate the
famous Thompson tea-service in the Victoria and
Albert Museum are wonderful examples.

Vases in a variety of sizes were made, frequently in
pairs, with flamboyant scrolling of feet and handles and
elaborate piercing of necks, shoulders and covers. The
finest decorative painting was reserved for them, often
including copies of paintings by such artists as Watteau
and Teniers. 

The names of very few Chelsea decorators are
known. Zachariah Boreman (1738-1810) was famous

for landscapes, sometimes executing backgrounds for
figure paintings by John Donaldson. Donaldson was a
Scot who came to London c.1760, working at Chelsea
from 1761 and at Derby from 1783-94. He copied
works by Boucher, Watteau and Greuze onto vases,
and unusually, he was allowed to sign his work in
monogram. 

Gold Anchor Figures
Figures made in the Gold Anchor years were at first

mounted on comparatively restrained bases, although

Figure 8, Plate with extremely rococo moulded border picked
out in gilding, with pairs of vari-coloured dove-like birds in 
its three sections. Diameter: 8 1⁄4 in. (21 cm). c. 1760-5. 
Private Collection.

the later bases were extremely elaborate and complex
floral bocages were introduced behind the figure
groups. Red Anchor models given this treatment
included Leda and the Swan, Venus with a Flaming Heart
and The Five Senses. The Monkey Band, after the Meissen
original, was reissued and Cupids in Disguise was
produced in a larger format.

Among new models were the 14 Ranelagh Masquer-
aders, which were about 8 inches (20.4cm) high, with
small rococo bases and without bocage, suggesting a
date c.1759. They were probably produced in allusion
to the Prince of Wales’s masked Birthday Ball, which
took place on the 29th May 1759, but it is uncertain
whether they represent the well-to-do in fancy dress
or real mountebanks.

The set of Apollo and the Nine Muses, a complete
group of which can be seen at Upton House (National
Trust) in Warwickshire, stand 16 inches (40.7cm) high
on elaborate detachable plinths, inscribed in gold with
their names. They are generally considered to be the
most notable achievement of the great modeller Joseph
Willems.

Elaborate figural candlesticks were produced,
variously based on Aesop’s Fables, animals, arbour
groups or classical deities. 

The tallest known individual figure is that of Una with
the Lion, which stands 26 inches (66cm) high. Other
famous large Gold Anchor figures or groups are the
Roman Charity, an illustration of a remarkable classical
story (an example is in the British Museum) Winter and
Spring, Love’s Pilgrims, The Dancing Lesson and The Music
Lesson. All are incredibly complex, with numerous
applied flowers and foliage, rich gilding over brilliant
enamels, and elaborately patterned clothing. The last
two were not produced as a pair, though both derive
from paintings by Boucher, the music group by way of a
Sèvres biscuit group, modelled by Etienne Maurice
Falconet. 

The Dancing Lesson shows a girl teaching a little dog
to dance on a marble bench, accompanied by music
from her lover’s hurdy gurdy, while in The Music Lesson
a young man is seated with his arm round the neck of a
girl so that he can finger the stops on the pipe down
which she is blowing. An example of The Dancing Lesson
is in the Museum of London, and one of The Music
Lesson is in the Schreiber Collection at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, another is at Upton House and a third
is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Throughout the 1760s Nicholas Sprimont’s health
continued to decline, and he finally sold his Chelsea

factory to James Cox, a jeweller and exporter of
musical clocks on 15th August 1769. He made his Will
a few days later. Nicholas Sprimont died on the 22nd
June 1771, aged 55, and is buried in Petersham church-
yard, near Twickenham, in a tomb belonging to his
sister-in-law Susannah Deschamps and her husband,
who are both also buried there.

A picture, by an unknown artist, which came to light
only a few years ago and is now in a private collection
in North Carolina, has been identified as a portrayal of
Sprimont, his wife Ann, and her sister Susannah.
Sprimont is depicted with jewellers’ scales for weighing
the gold to be applied to the various Gold Anchor
period (1760s) vases standing on the table and on the
floor, with the two women assisting. 

Both women played some part in the factory's affairs.
Ann was, at least nominally, in co-operation with
Francis Thomas, the official manager, and Susannah
appears as a witness on several surviving documents,
the earliest an apprentice's indenture dated the 7th
February 1751. She also witnessed the important lease
made out to James Cox 18 years later in 1769. She is
known to have accompanied Sprimont on some of his
last business visits, and acted as one of his nurses in his
last weeks, giving evidence on oath two weeks before
he died that he was too ill to go to court to give
evidence himself in a law suit, Duesbury and Heath v.
David Burnsall. This concerned the disposal of the
porcelain stock remaining at the factory at the time of
its sale, the proceeds from which were apparently
misappropriated by the manager Francis Thomas. 

In his Will, Sprimont made his wife the residuary
legatee, but he left his sister-in-law the then very great
sum of £1500. I would suggest that the group portrait
represents the three people who were really at the
head of the factory in the last decade of Nicholas
Sprimont's life.

Cox expected Sprimont's factory manager Francis
Thomas to continue the running of the factory, but
Thomas died unexpectedly in January 1770. Cox sold
the business on to William Duesbury I of Derby, who
then ran it in conjunction with Derby between 1770
and 1784.

NOTES

1. Dates earlier than 1752 are sometimes expressed in this way.

Until the autumn of 1752 the old Julian calendar was used in

England; after that the Gregorian calendar was adopted with

the New Year henceforth commencing on the 1st January.


